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Intro: [E | E/G# | Esus/F# |    | F#m | F#m/B | E | Aii B] 
 

[E] the winter [E/G#] doldrums  
[Esus/F#] are here in town [Esus/F#] 
[F#m] They [F#m/B] sublet my [E] mind [Aii B] 
[E] They’ve [E/G#] purchased stock  
[Esus/F#] in my affairs [Esus/F#] are  
in[F#m]quiring [F#m/B] about my [E] time [Esus E] 

[AM7] It [F#m] seems so long  
[E] since the sun's really [G#m] shined [G#m7]  
[F#m] though to[Aii]day I caught a [E] ray [Esus E] 
[A] and it [F#m] walked with me  
[E] for an hour or [G#m] so [G#m7]   
[F#m] then it went [Aii] on it's [E] way [E]… and left me 

 

Chorus:  [C/G] feeling [D] like Febru[E]ary …[E] like  
   [C/G] I just [D] don't measure [E] up [E] then I'm 
   [AM7] thrown some [G#m7] hope  every  
   [F#m7] now and a[F#m7]gain … to  
   [C7+9] keep me [B7+9] from giving [E] up [E] 
 

[E] the winter [E/G#] doldrums  
[Esus/F#] were passing [Esus/F#] through 
[F#m] they [F#m/B] liked my compa[E]ny. [Aii B] 
[E] So they [E/G#] settled down,  
[Esus/F#] they pay no rent [Esus/F#] are  
[F#m] raising a [F#m/B] fami[E]ly [Esus E]  

[AM7] [F#m] it seems so long since  
[E] I felt life in the [G#m] air [G#m7]  
[F#m] though [Aii] today I caught a [E] breath [Esus E] 
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[A] and it [F#m] ran through me  
[E] for an hour or [G#m] so [G#m7] 
[F#m] then it just [Aii] up and left me 

 

Chorus:  [C/G] feeling [D] like Febru[E]ary …[E] like  
   [C/G] I just [D] don't measure [E] up [E] then I'm 
   [AM7] thrown some [G#m7] hope  every  
   [F#m7] now and a[F#m7]gain … to  
   [C7+9] keep me [B7+9] from giving [E] up [E] 
 

Bridge: [A] oh I [AM7] hope the spring is  
[G#m7] coming [G#m7] soon  
[F#m] Can almost [F#m/B  ] smell the flowers in  
[E] bloom [Esus E] 
[A] When the late [C#m] evening sun will  
[G#m7] hang around to [G#m7] see the  
[C7+9] laughter, the [B7+9] lovers and [E] me  
[E] but now I’m    

 

Chorus:  [C/G] feeling [D] like Febru[E]ary …[E] like  
   [C/G] I just [D] don't measure [E] up [E] then I'm 
   [AM7] thrown some [G#m7] hope  every  
   [F#m7] now and a[F#m7]gain … to  
   [C7+9] keep me [B7+9] from giving [E] up [E] yes the  
   [AM7] hope I’m [G#m7] thrown every  
   [F#m7] now and a[F#m7]gain …   
   [C7+9] keeps me [B7+9] from giving [E] up [E] it   

  [C7+9] keeps me [B7+9] from giving [E] up [E] its  
  gonna [C7+9] keep me [B7+9] from giving [E7] up  
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